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ABOUT THESE GUIDELINES 

 

These guidelines provide support to planners in applying the facility standards for government social 

services provision in settlements and service catchments. The guidelines are differentiated for a range 

of settlement types and contexts and have been customised and applied for the Karoo RSDF region.  

 

 
Figure 1: The Karoo RSDF region. 

 

The provision guidelines or standards applied and indicated were developed by CSIR over many years 

and further adapted by the CSIR in 2015/6 for the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform 

by the CSIR. The guidelines have continued to evolve and be updated in the intervening years through 

new work undertaken to support departments and Cities especially as regards to use and application 

of new technologies and improved forms of service delivery.  These provision guidelines must be 

adapted and applied relative to each local context without it exceeding demand or leaving residents 

without services (unless there are special circumstances such as it being a designated Regional Anchor 

in terms of the NSDF or it being a border town with high propensity for cross border visits for services 

by residents from a neighbouring country). 

 

This document was developed to specifically guide provision of social services in designated towns 

and settlements in the KRSDF and to align this provision to the NSDF hierarchy of places following the 

Regional-Rural Service Provision Model, which is in turn aligned to the detail level CSIR Social Facility 

Service Provision Wheel.  

 

The NSDF sets out to provide a guiding spatial framework to achieve the desired future national spatial 

development pattern for South Africa envisaged for 2050.  As part of the guiding framework the NSDF 
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identifies a set of nationally significant places (along with communication connections and identified 

surrounding service areas) around which planning alignment can take place. Given that the NSDF is 

intended to provide high level strategic direction for future development in South Africa, the 

hierarchy of places identified is a high-level hierarchy that only provides four types or levels of places 

linked to the NSDF service wheel which also has four levels, see Figure 2. As is illustrated in Figure 3 

below the settlement types of the NSDF can be further broken down into more detail settlement types 

and service groupings as it relates to a more detailed breakdown of different settlement types and for 

which CSIR developed a seven-level service wheel (Figure 4).  

 

A far as possible the facilities should be appropriately clustered at key accessible locations to improve 

customer experience and convenience. Furthermore, no site sites for individual facilities are indicated 

in this document and it is firstly recommended that the detail guidelines referred to should be 

consulted and secondly that where possible smaller sites in association with optimal and excellence 

in design should be applied to contribute to land saving and achievement of optimal settlement 

densities.  

 

The KRSDF is a unique sub-region of South Africa with a myriad of diverse types of small towns and 

settlements requiring a more detailed differentiation of settlement types within this specific region.  

In providing a more detail categorisation of settlement types, the aim is to better differentiate types 

of places and their role within the region considering the region’s settlement landscape. This also has 

implications when service provision for this region is considered. 

Settlements differ significantly across this region, which is sparely populated, often with settlements 

located far from each other. Settlements are often nucleated with a small population living in a 

concentrated settlement, but which settlement provides services to the vast sparsely populated areas 

in the surrounding hinterland. Although some settlements may be considered small, based on their 

population numbers, their service and economic roles given the context, could be significant. Thus, in 

providing services to such places consideration must be given to servicing those living in the wider 

surrounding area and not only consider the service demand of the residents living in the nucleated 

town.  

 

This document should be referenced as follows: 

 

Green, Chéri and Martiz, Johan 2021. Karoo Regional Spatial Development Framework and Guide for 
Social Facility Planning and Provision. 
 

For details on specific provision guidelines and application guidelines, please consult:   

• Argue, T., Green, C., & Pieterse, A. 2016. Application Guide for Social Facility Provision Toolkit,  

• Green, C. & Argue, T. 2016. Guidelines for the Differentiated Provision of Social Services in Rural 

Areas. Both documents commissioned by the Department of Rural Development and Land 

Reform.  

• Green, CA & Argue, TC. 2012 CSIR Guidelines for the Provisions of Social Facilities in South 

African Settlements. August 2012: ISBN 978-0-7988-5603-4. Reprinted 2015 
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Figure 2: NSDF service wheel 

 

Given its strategic nature the NSDF only reflected the larger and most prominent settlements in the 

region. Not all small settlements are reflected or are specifically classified. Given the greater level of 

detail required in the KRSDF the current document seeks to provide a more detailed differentiation of 

the smaller towns and nodal settlement types in the region than provided for in the NSDF (see figure 

3) and to related these to specific more detailed service provision ‘baskets’.  
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Figure 3: Settlement types and service wheel categories used in the NSDF, indicated in relation to the more 

detailed CSIR Town Typology and applied in KRSDF. 
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Figure 4:CSIR detailed Service Wheel  

(Source http://stepsa.org/service_wheel_typology.html )  

 

 

Figures 3 and 4 reflect a more detailed and differentiated set of settlement types specifically as it 

relates to smaller towns and settlements. These smaller settlements play a more significant role at a 

regional or district scale especially is sparely population areas such as the Karoo Region. This is as 

opposed to the NSDF town classification that provided guidance mainly with respect to the higher 

order places in alignment with the role of the NSDF to provide more strategic direction for South 

African national level spatial planning while encouraging greater flexibility with respect to planning at 

the more local level. Thus, the identified more detail settlement types outlined in the KRSDF and linked 

to the CSIR Service Wheel serves as a guideline for the types of services that should be provided when 
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considering both the size of the settlement as well as its likely functional role within the region. Where 

a settlement is identified in the NSDF as having a specific functional role within the settlement 

hierarchy, this reflects the importance of the role that the settlement should play within the region 

specifically as it relates to the services that should be provided to ensure service delivery and service 

linkages to the surrounding areas can be fulfilled, as outlined by the NSDF Regional -Rural Service 

Model as shown below. 

 

The NSDF defines national spatial development priorities, one of them being a national network of 

regional development anchors which have a key role to support and connect regional development of 

an area. As important as the anchors themselves, is the transportation network linking the anchors to 

each other and to smaller places in their hinterland which they serve, as well as to the outside world. 

 

The NSDF defines the Regional-Rural Development Model, (shown in Figure 5 below) as the core 

model for spatially targeted centralised and accessible service provision to enable regional and towns 

to reap the benefits of agglomeration as well as spatial alignment of economic, infrastructure and 

service investment. The model takes a systematic view of rural areas and proposes the soft delineation 

of polycentric functions rural regions that have: 

 

• At least one well-connected regional development anchor located within each region and 

being on the national transport network. It will be the purpose of this designated settlement 

to anchor the region in the national space economy and act as a key service and development 

node of the region 

• Social, cultural, historical, government services, economic and cultural characteristics that 

would make the development of a functional rural region possible over time 

• The potential for intra-regional trade between towns and villages within the region. 

 

It is not important that each municipality or region have a town of each type from the smallest village 

to a metro. What is critical is the interconnected-ness and interdependence between places within a 

region in South Africa, even if the closest city or major urban core is outside the region. But each region 

should have at minimum a service town or regional anchor.  
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Figure 5: Regional-rural development model 

 

 

What is clear from the diagram (Figure 5) is that larger National Urban Cores and Cities should support 

the closest Regional Anchor and other subsidiary/ complementary towns (even if they are in a 

different region or province). 

 

The NSDF and it Regional–Rural Service model follows a hierarchical approach where the highest 

order of specifically government provided services, with the furthest spatial reach in each service 

delivery category (for example medical services, education and commercial activity) should ideally be 

placed in the highest order centres, with the lowest level services in all places down to the smallest 

village. For example, a regional centre serving a large region could have a regional hospital, or if the 

town is very small a 24-hour Community Health Centre with good emergency transport would be 

placed in regional development anchors, and smaller clinics and even in some cases mobile clinics in 

the surrounding small villages that were nor within the minimum distance of the large facility.  

 

The concept is illustrated in figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6: Hierarchical approach, health care example. 

 

A transport- and communication infrastructure network is essential to ensure a shared, inclusive and 

sustainable economy for regions such as the KRSDF. The transport and communications networks are 

necessary to link the region to areas outside from which, and to which services and products are 

obtained or provided. 

 

The NSDF emphasises the importance of a well-functioning and well-managed regional transport and 

connectivity infrastructure network that ensures and enables: 

• The safe and efficient movement of people 

• The movement of goods and flow of services 

• Global connectivity and interaction to the global economy as required.  

 

The above are seen to be crucial to the spatial development and economic life of the country. 

 

 

It must be emphasised that this document that outlines the typical service provision required, serves 

as a guideline and is not prescriptive or to be used as a blueprint plan. Local and regional roles as 

well as settlement morphology and population growth dynamics of places must be a consideration 

when deciding on what services are required, where they are located and the capacity or nature of 

the service packages that should be provided at or within any settlement.  

 

Across the region, the proximity of a settlement to other settlements or towns will also impact the 

local services provided. When settlements or villages are located in close proximity to a large 

settlement that is already provided with a wide range of service types, there may not be a need to 

provide certain middle to higher order services and the focus must then fall on the need and provision 

of any local neighbourhood facilities such as education, Early Childhood Development centres and 

recreational facilities that are warranted, as a priority. In regions where settlements are far apart or 
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dispersed (such as in the Karoo region and surrounds), additional consideration should be given to the 

maximum distance acceptable for accessing services as week as more specifically the regional role 

that settlements provide. For selected service settlements some services that would not normally be 

provided for such settlement, due to the size of the population, may in fact be required but need to 

be provided periodically due to access distance standards for services and the low level of the demand.  

 

Provision standards have been developed for a range of government social service provision types and 

differentiated to meet a range of density and context requirements. This was done to support 

government decision making so that citizens can achieve appropriate if infrequent levels of access to 

services even in very remote or sparely populated areas. This aims to address the need for 

constitutional priority of equitable access to services within a rational and sustainable framework.  

 

These guidelines:  

• Explain key principles & concepts. 

• Give service provision packages for different population ranges and settlement types.  

• Introduce the Social Facility Provision Toolkit. 

• Outline the process to be followed in applying the provision norms when planning for facility 

provision. 

 

The following sections provide a description of facility provision norms/ standards and guidelines as 

well as key concepts that relate to the facility provision planning (such as service areas, facility order 

or hierarchy etc.). It also outlines the settlement hierarchy, linked to the service wheel, as it pertains 

to service provision. It proposes a process that can be followed when applying facility provision 

standards to settlements and reflects general service types for the various settlement types. Due to 

the uniqueness of some areas and the added designated Regional Anchor roles in terms of the NSDF, 

more services could be considered in such designated settlements than would normally be the case 

when only considering its service population.  Of importance for these towns/ settlement types is the 

role designated for these places to achieve the future vision of NSDF 2050. As such where applicable 

some of the towns and settlements listed in this guide are also denoted with NSDF categories (such as 

Regional Anchor, Rural Service centre etc.). The intention is not to have competing hierarchies, but 

rather to reflect both the current settlement type / service role as well the anticipated future role 

for the towns or settlement as envisioned by the NSDF. 
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FACILITY PROVISION STANDARDS & GUIDELINES  

Facility provision standards relating to access distances and population thresholds are the starting 

point for the development of well served, sustainable and integrated communities in both rural and 

urban areas. The quality and capacity of facilities, in offering the right range of services for a specific 

community profile and operated by competent staff, together with good maintenance of the facilities, 

remain critical to the effective delivery of services. These aspects also need to be incorporated in the 

development of all implementation plans. 

 

As much as planning should not revert to prescriptive “blue-print” planning, but is a guide for 

discission consultation, negotiation and planning amongst officialdom, communities, and developers. 

Nevertheless, the need for normative and quantifiable standards to support facility provision and 

determine current and future facility needs to be applied impartially without favour of any specific 

area or group.  

 

To support funding and allocation/implementation of social facilities, a process of needs analysis and 

budgetary investigation also has to be undertaken, on a case-by-case basis, before final facility 

implementation or establishment. Thus, the guidelines can be used as supporting evidence or 

justification for financial support of any facility proposals. 

 
Using standards to plan for and construct social facilities is a necessary, but far from sufficient, first 

step to provide meaningful access to facilities. In providing facilities the following, amongst others, 

also need to be considered: the quality of service provided, recruitment and retention of staff to rural 

areas, the availability of staff, staff accommodation, maintenance of facilities, robustness of vehicles 

for mobile services, safety & security of equipment & buildings, and the availability & affordability of 

transport (public). 

 

Given limited government resources, the guideline aims to: 

• Provide guidance on the appropriate minimum levels of service to ensure that most citizens 

can access a basic level of services, even if only periodically from almost everywhere in the 

country.  

• At a regional level identify a hierarchy of places where it is most effective to provide middle 

to higher order services at central locations so that these can serve the maximum number of 

people from the least number of accessible places to contribute to operational and service 

efficiency. 

• In addition to the regionally identified central places or nodes for middle and higher order 

service provision, to also identify lower-level key service centres and small local services 

nodes, where appropriate.   
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THE CLUSTERING OF FACILITIES  

 

The principle of clustering of facilities underpins the nodal approach to regional- and local service 

delivery and creates opportunities for facility multi-use and sharing and that should result in land 

savings and trip reduction and other efficiencies. A node is not a single point but rather an area of 

clustered services that is called a node, a service cluster or precinct. This precinct of services then 

serves people living in the service catchment area surrounding the node.  

 

To provide an effective distribution network for a range of social facilities and services, it is important 

that facilities are clustered at accessible locations. Facilities have a range of threshold levels, which 

increase with their level of specialisation. For example, facilities frequented on a daily basis have a 

lower threshold than those used less frequently. Simply put, this means that the more specialised a 

service or facility is, the fewer of those there may be, and the longer people should expect to travel to 

access that service. Ideally, the hierarchical nature of social service delivery should relate to a 

hierarchy of social facility delivery centres (Cities, Service Centres of different sizes and villages).  

 

Establishing such a settlement hierarchy assists in allocating facilities of various types to their most 

appropriate locations based on the required access distances, facility threshold and the right number 

of people required to cost efficiently provide the service within the service area of that facility. To 

operate viably, facilities with large thresholds, such as hospitals or stadia, require a larger number of 

people within their service catchment area or within its reach than, for example, a library or at an even 

lower level, a primary school.  

 

Thus, a hierarchy of nodes where social facilities are or can be clustered at central locations within in 

a region or with large cities and reginal centres, that each have a differing reach and threshold, can 

provide an effective distribution network for a range of social services.  The facilities of different 

departments can be clustered within a node, or a building can even be shared. Sharing between 

departments and thus the successful multi-use of buildings is largely dependent on good design and 

asset management but also requires management cooperation and joint financial planning between 

the departments share such a multipurpose building. If this is achieved within all settlements and 

urban nodes (and particularly within the higher order nodes, where a larger range of facilities are 

provided) it can contribute positively to service delivery and financial sustainability of the services in 

the district. This notion forms the basis of the concept of Government Service Precincts and one-stop 

service points for access of citizens.  

 

The notion of clustered facility provision at nodes has over the last 20 or more years been advocated 

for and applied to social facility provision at the national, provincial and local level to improve the 

spatial structure of settlements, as well as to improve customer experience.
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CONCEPTS & DEFINITIONS 

Table 1: Concepts and definitions. 

ACCESS 

DISTANCE 

Ideally the maximum distance that the furthest located citizen should have to 

travel to access a service. There is a prescribed maximum acceptable distance 

for each facility. This may differ according to the context in which the service 

is to be provided (e.g., sparsity of population in the Northern Cape and the 

availability of affordable transport in which cases longer travel access distances 

may be acceptable.  

DEMAND 
THRESHOLD 

Population level at which the demand for certain facilities can sustainably and 

effectively support the provision for such facilities. Ie minimum number of 

people required to provide the service effectively or for which it is deemed 

acceptable to provide the service. 

FACILITIES 

(SOCIAL) 

Any fixed structure from which a service is provided. In this study only 

government provided or supported social facilities have been considered. A 

range of facility types relating to the service provision of education, health, 

citizen registration, safety and security, and recreation have been covered.  

FACILITY REACH The furthest acceptable extent of the service area that the facility is expected 

to serve. This is based on a defined access distance generally measured as a 

road distance not line of sight distance. 

FACILITY SERVICE 

AREA 

The effective area the facility can serve based on the access distance, the 

facility capacity (size) and the number of people in the vicinity. 

GREENFIELDS In this report a Greenfields demand means the calculation of service needs of 

a specific population without taking into consideration any existing facilities. It 

is based on the current population distribution in relation to standard 

provision. To calculate actual need or backlog, the current supply must be 

compared to the calculated demand. 

HIERARCHY OF 

SETTLEMENTS / 

DEVELOPMENT 

NODES 

Hierarchy of settlements / development nodes where social facilities are 

clustered at central locations, with differing reach and threshold, can provide 

an effective distribution network for a range of social services. 

HIGHER ORDER 

FACILITIES 

These are more specialist services such as magistrate’s courts and regional 

hospitals that are infrequently used and, depending on the level of specialist 

services, may be located between 30km and 200km from the most isolated 

person. The threshold for these facilities generally exceeds 120 000 people. 

These facilities require a larger population to be viable. 

 

MIDDLE ORDER 

FACILITIES 

Those facilities accessed on an infrequent basis (mostly 3 to 4 times per 

annum) by a large number of people and generally located within a travel 

distance of between 15km and 30km. These include citizen registration 

services, larger clinics and local hospitals, libraries and sports centres. These 

facilities typically need at least 20 000 people (and mostly much higher) within 

reach to operate viably. 
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LOWER ORDER 

FACILITIES 

Those facilities and services accessed on a frequent, even daily basis by a large 

number of people and generally located within (or close to) the community. 

These essentially include schools, basic clinics, pension pay-points and basic 

recreational areas. Each of these facilities can serve only a limited number of 

people and thus require a relatively small number of people (e.g., as low as 

1 000 people and above in some cases) and low distance cut-off to make the 

services viable. 

NODE An area of clustered services, rather than a single location or building, that 

many be alternative called a node, a facility cluster or a service precinct. 

POPULATION 

THRESHOLD 

The smallest number of people for whom a specific service can be viably and 

sustainably provided. Certain facilities such as schools have finite capacities, 

but most are flexible and have a wide range of capacity sizes that can be 

applied in different contexts. 

SERVICE 

CATCHMENTS  

Social facility nodes have a hinterland or service area – called the service 

catchment area – made up of the surrounding residential area and population 

that surrounds the point and for which this settlement/node of a specific level 

is their closest service point and at which these residents are likely to access 

services.  

SERVICE EQUITY Irrespective of where people choose to live (within reason), the right to access 

certain basic services needs to be recognised and some effort made to provide 

access (even if infrequently/periodically) within the restrictions of available 

funding. 

SETTLEMENT Settlements in general are considered to be distinct human communities in a 

physical, socio-economic and environmental totality which requires the 

provisioning of services such as engineering and social services. In this 

document clusters of development falling outside of the identified towns / 

villages are broadly referred to as settlements. Such places consist mostly of 

residential settlement with little or no services or facilities that are associated 

with a formally established town. 

SETTLEMENT 

MORPHOLOGY 

Distribution pattern of the dwellings and other structures of human 

development within the identified catchments. 

SOCIAL FACILITY 

NODE 

Accessible central points that have, or have the potential, to provide a cluster 

of social facilities to form a service precinct. 

SPARSE WEST (of 

which the Karoo 

Region forms a 

significant part) 

The western part of the country with low population densities and sparse 

population (less than 10 persons/km2). A distance of 50km is used as the 

appropriate access distance for distribution of middle-order services in this 

environment whereas in the remainder of the country these service typically 

have an acceptable access reach of 25 to 30km. 
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SPATIAL EQUITY Is supported by providing services in such a way that spreads them across the 

city in a fair manner relative to settlement typology, access distance and 

density for different levels of settlements. 
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A NOTE ON THE APPLICATION OF GUIDELINES  

The guidelines and standards with respect to the size, location and number of facilities to be provided 

are the foundation for developing sustainable and integrated communities, but not the whole picture 

or final answer of demand. The quality and capacity of facilities, in offering the right range of services 

for a specific community profile and operated by competent staff, together with good maintenance 

of the facilities, remain critical to the effective delivery of services. 

 

Where site sizes are indicated in the CSIR Guidelines these are in most cases subject to reduction 

based on land availability, improved design of facilities as well as quality improvements designed to 

reduce the spatial footprint or increase the capacity or usage of the facility. Thus, any site sizes 

indicated in such guidelines are not absolute and reductions in site size are subject to land availability 

and approval of the relevant department. Such reduction in site size can be achieved with good design 

especially in high-density corridors but are subject to approval and appropriate motivation. 

 

Another factor to consider is that the standards should be applied over a broad area such as a whole 

district or planning regions and each development or Human Settlements project, however small, 

should ideally be required by legislation to contribute proportionally towards larger regional level 

facilities. This could, if the relevant policies are put into place, be either through land donation – if 

appropriately located in terms of the overall district plan – or in the form of a development 

contribution. Space should be set aside for this future facility development and the and protected 

from invasion or misuse or indicated for alternate temporary use until required, provided that the 

land is made available at a central point unless the facility in question is not critically required to be 

linked to a central location. Provision will be subject to 1) the total population for which the 

development is intended, 2) the current supply and condition of facilities and 3) consideration of the 

number and type of separate facilities required to adequately serve the community based on the 

settlement pattern/ morphology (density and distribution) and growth trends and dynamics.  

 

Social facility guidelines also change over time as circumstances change – for example the payment of 

social grants which has in many cases moved to shopping malls and post offices, and some home 

affairs services which can be accessed at selected banks as well as changes in on-line service provision 

or need for bio-metric verification technology. These changes can alter where such services are 

planned as well as changing the threshold values for services. Similarly denser city development could 

require the creation of larger (super) facilities which were not considered previously such as the 

introduction of the Mega Schools campus concept. Thus users of such guidelines need to apply the 

most appropriate and up to date standards to meet their needs while also considering optimally 

utilisation. 
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THE TOWN AND SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY  

This document is not a standalone guide. It should be used in conjunction with other nationally or 

regionally significant guidelines and or planning documents and be viewed alongside these guiding 

frameworks.  

 

Towns have distinct orders or levels of hierarchy which are reflected in the table below. When 

planning for infrastructure and service investment in towns, this hierarchy and other key attribute 

information should be considered. Thus, attribute information about each place such as population 

size, density, area, administrative role, GVA, settlement morphology and topography, settlement/ 

node level and information on travel distances to other service nodes of different levels in the 

surrounding areas, is all critical information to consider. In locating and distributing facility capacity 

between a range of settlements the settlement morphology of the town and its hinterland is critical. 

The latter must be considered to be a key informant to the final number, size and distribution of 

services within each service area.  

 

In developing a framework for government service provision, the town and settlement hierarchy has 

for most part been linked to the sets of incremental service provision packages that have been 

developed [See the section on Typical Service Provision Packages in this document]. Broadly speaking 

from a service provision perspective (and also other planning actions) cities, towns and smaller 

settlements can be classified into the following key groups. Where possible links to the NSDF 

development roles is indicated, as appropriate.  

 
Table 2: Settlement categorisation.  

SETTLEMENT CATEGORISATION FROM SEVICE DELIVERY PERSPECTIVE 

1 City regions and metros - part of National Urban Core in NSDF 

2 Cities and proposed metros - part of National Urban Core in NSDF 

3 Regional service centres - may act as Regional Anchor towns as indicated in NSDF 

4 Service Town – may act as Regional Anchor or Rural service centre as indicated in NSDF. 
Differentiated according to population: 

a) 20 000 - 40 000 
b) 40 000 - 60 000 
c) 60 000 plus 

5 Small Service Town or Rural Service Town - (latter mostly found in densely populated former 
homelands/ traditional authority areas) – in terms of NSDF can act as Rural Service Centre. 
Has population: 

a)  between 10 000 & 20 000 (can sometimes be larger especially in former 
homelands)  

6 Small Local Towns and settlements / villages in rural context both formal and traditional 
population between 5 000 and 10 000 often remote and highly isolated 
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NSDF does not define a specific function for such small towns but puts forward the concept 
that local nodes and smaller places should each support their surrounding hinterland areas 
and be linked to higher order places in order to create a hierarchy of service support that 
can penetrate to the most remote areas of the country. 

7 Local service points or settlements (Village/ Dorpie/ Hamlet) population less than 5 0001 

These lower order points are not specifically defined in the NSDF given the strategic nature 
of the plan  

 

Also see: http://stepsa.org/settlement_typology.html for more detail on the development of the 

South African Town typology). 

 

In the case of classification of Regional Service Centres, Service Towns and Rural Service Centres, 

several factors including them having a significant regional or wider area role was considered in their 

selection, even if they had a low population within the core town.  This is often the case in areas where 

there are no other defined or proclaimed town or village that is contextually significant in the area. A 

small town could be regionally significant and play a core role in the surrounding area from an 

economic, cultural or service perspective.  

 

In developing the NSDF and in identifying Regional Anchor Towns and Services Towns, the aim was to 

ensure that at least one Regional Anchor and sufficient Service Centres were identified in all areas and 

that this was done in such a way to be within a reasonable distance of the regional population in order 

to serve as key location for government provided middle-order facilities, even if only periodically 

provided.  For this purpose, the further classification of places in terms of the NSDF forward looking 

Typology of REGIONAL ANCHORS and SERVICE TOWNS has been incorporated into CSIR town typology 

and service packages adjusted accordingly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 General size, settlement could be larger especially those close to large centres. 

http://stepsa.org/settlement_typology.html
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SOCIAL SERVICES WHEEL  

 
 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

For the purpose of illustration, the social service provision standards and their conceptual linkage to 

settlement typology have been depicted in the form of a service wheel as shown in Figure 7.   

SMALL TOWNS 

In the general vernacular all these sub-types are 

loosely referred to as small towns. Such towns come 

in many different forms depending on their context and 

role. They occur in a range of rural or more highly built-

up areas- but all serve the function of providing a level 

of services to the surrounding hinterland- either in 

commercial or traditional farming areas.  See The SA 

Town Typology 2018 for more detail  

D
is

ta
n

ce
 

Figure 7: CSIR Social Services 

wheel. 
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FACILITY PROVISION STANDARDS APPLICATION PROCESS  

The standards application process can be undertaken manually or by using the Social Facility Provision 

Toolkit (which has a built-in facility calculator) for planning of social service facility demand.  The Social 

Facility Provision Toolkit is an on-line tool that can be used to calculate the total number of social 

facilities required for most settlement areas but does not consider any existing supply.   Please see 

Appendix for more details and an introduction to the Toolkit. The toolkit can be found at 

http://www.socialfacilityprovisiontoolkit.co.za/. 

 

 

In applying the standards to any town, the following stepwise approach (Figure 8) should be followed. 

 

 
Figure 8:Stepwise approach to applying standards.  

 

The following will reflect each step individually. 

http://www.socialfacilityprovisiontoolkit.co.za/
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 STEP 1 AND 2 - Select town & understand town/ settlement and its hinterland  

It is critical to understand the town or settlements as well as the service catchment and its wider 

region by considering the following factors: 

• Population numbers 

• Population growth 

• Population densities (persons/km2) 

• The designated role of the town in terms of the NSDF or PSDF settlement hierarchy  

• Linkages to surrounding towns & villages and service areas  

• Distance to other main places 

• Settlement pattern/ morphology  

• Road network 

• Topography. 

• Economy (main economic sectors)  

  

This information is available for each designated service catchment and its central town/ village and 

can be accessed from the Social Facility Provision Toolkit. At this time data is only provide up to 2011 

but will be updated when suitable data is available for the entire country. 

 

 

STEP 3 - Calculate basket of facilities or use the pre-defined list provided in this document  

 

Decide on which type of facility/ facilities & sector/ sectors you are planning for. Then consult the 

tables provided in this guide showing the basket of typical facilities required or use the Social Facility 

Toolkit. 

 

If using the tables provided, (see later in report) confirm the population numbers and any growth or 

decline. Verify distances to larger settlements and Cities as the latter are where larger facilities are 

generally provided and where they should be accessed. 

 

If using the Social Facility Toolkit calculate the number of facilities and see what type/ level of facilities 

could possibly be provided for in the town for which planning is being done. 

 

 The Toolkit will calculate the total required facilities for each settlement or rural node or local place 

and does not ‘know’ what facilities are already provided.  (See step below). If you have more up to 

date population data for the town/ areas use the custom population button to update this before 

running the calculation.   
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For a comprehensive listing of the facilities and sectors for which standards have been 

documented/ developed and are provided, refer to the Guidelines for the Differentiated 

Provision of Social Services to Rural Areas or access the Social Facility Provision Toolkit as 

well as the CSIR Guidelines for the Provisions of Social Facilities in South African Settlements. 

August 2012: ISBN 978-0-7988-5603-4. Reprinted 2015 

 

Steps to follow if using the Social Facility Provision Toolkit for the calculation: 

❑ Select the Town / settlement and its catchment for which you want to plan by clicking on the 

map or using the drop-down tab to select or enter the catchment’s name. The latter are 

named after the key settlement at the centre of the service catchment. 

❑ Click on the Facility Calculator button 

❑ Choose / enter the population2  on which to base the calculation – the toolkit will offer the 

user several options in terms of the population to be used in the calculation: 

o Catchment Population (automatically generated) for 2011 

o Priority Population i.e., this is the people within 50 km of the town (only use if 

applicable. Is automatically generated but only for 2011)  

o Custom Population (Use this option to input the latest available population numbers 

for the town and it immediate surrounding area of 30-50km or other area for which 

you are planning)  

 

❑ Select the Calculate button to generate a list of facilities (this considers population thresholds, 

facility sizes/ capacities & access distances) BUT does not adjust for current facilities provided 

in the area 

 

Based on the population of the area/catchment, you will be provided with a basket of facilities for your 

area which lists all the facility types and how many facilities of each type are potentially supported by 

the area’s population.  

 

STEP 4A - Adjust basket of facilities to context and current provision 

If you have calculated the facility requirement or have used the typical basket of facilities provided in 

the previous section - both MUST BE ADJUSTED TO CONTEXT. The tables showing the suitable basket 

of facilities is a Greenfields list as it does not consider existing facilities in the area or any contextual 

factors such as the settlement morphology of the area, linkages to other places, population growth, 

risk factors, and so on.  

 

The demand basket must be adjusted depending on the context-specific needs and requirements of 

the specific area, by determining: 

• Existing facilities 

• The study area context  

 
2 The current population reflected in the toolkit is 2011 – this will be updated during 2021/22. Use the custom 
population to enter your own updated population if available 
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• Community needs through consultation  

 

Use this information to compare the basket of facilities with the current provision of facilities and the 

area’s context, to determine any possible backlogs in facility provision. Also consider if there are 

facilities that need to be replaced, upgraded or consolidated.  

 

You will need to determine which existing facilities are currently available, i.e.: 

• types of facilities  

• facility sizes and condition 

• facility locations.  

 

Specific types of facilities have been categorised as lower, middle or higher order facilities 

(see table of definitions) 

To obtain information on existing facilities, you will need to conduct a field survey or 

consult with the necessary custodians of data on facilities in the area.  

 

It might be necessary to verify any facility data received from other sources as the data may not be up 

to date or could possibly be incomplete 3 . A field survey can provide detailed and up to date 

information on existing facilities. In doing a field survey the following data needs to be collected: 

Name, GPS location, facility type, general condition and capacity (the number of possible people it can 

service in a given period of time, normally over 12 months). 

 

STEP 4B - Study area context 

Here you will need to refer to and apply the contextual factors to adjust the basket of facilities. These 

factors need to be applied together with local knowledge and an understanding of the area as well as 

how these factors would impact on the provision and specifically the distribution of these facilities. 

 

You will need to consider other factors not listed earlier, such as the available transport service routes 

(direction and frequency) and the area’s topography with its impact on the cost of infrastructure 

provided. Below are examples of how some of the contextual factors can be considered. 

 

 

Local knowledge can assist in better understanding population movement patterns within 

the catchment. Information such as this will help determine the suitability of facility 

location 

 

 

 

 

 
3 A safeguard to ensure the correct information is used. 
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STEP 4C - Community needs through consultation 

Most facilities (excluding compulsory government services) should be provided only if the threshold 

is reach and the community has expressed the desire for such a facility or if a facility is motivated for 

by the Municipal Integrated Development Plan or other government interventions or programmes. 

The facility should also only be developed if the necessary support is provided to fund and maintain 

with sufficient staff and operational funding/ resources. 

 

STEP 5 - Identify locations & motivate for facility provision and funding 

Include the facility needs identified and considered into the SDF, Integrated Development Plans, DDM 

or Regional Plan budget proposals and future planning for the area or discuss with appropriate 

government sector.  

  

The process followed should be aligned to the internal government and inter-governmental processes 

for securing funding from local municipalities, districts, provincial and national departments.  

 

It is also necessary to compare the basket of facilities to the detailed standards to verify if thresholds 

and densities are met where facilities are proposed or to motivate if there are special circumstances 

to exceed the standards. 

 

The Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act 16 of 2013 states that it is necessary that 

equal opportunity and equal access to government services be maintained 

 

 

  

Population growth and densities (persons/km
2
) 

Besides having a direct impact on the provision of 
facilities as per the standards specifications, these 

population factors impact on possible future demand 
and the feasibility of locating facilities in certain 

areas. For example: if an area’s population is 
declining and will continue to do so, consider 

periodical or non-fixed facilities use of as 
appropriate. 

Linkages and distance to other towns, areas 
and main places 

The connections, transport service routes and 
distance to surrounding places should be 

considered, especially where existing facilities, 
although in another area, are within the 

required access distance and on transport 
service route. 

Settlement distribution/ morphology 
The area’s morphology (settlement pattern) needs to be considered as it has an impact on the locational 
choices made when placing facilities. Consider the area’s morphology by using maps (e.g. Google Earth, 

Eskom’s Spot Building Count, etc.) and local knowledge. For more information on the impact of morphology, 
see the ‘Settlement Morphology’ section of this report. 
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REGIONAL ANCHORS, SERVICE TOWNS AND RURAL SERVICE CENTRES  

Within the Karoo as in other parts of South Africa the NSDF has indicated a hierarchy of central service 

places or nodes that should be specifically targeted and developed to provide services to the 

surrounding towns and villages following the Regional-Rural Service model. These places are where 

the larger communal government and other social and other services can most sustainably be 

provided at accessible places. These identified town points should be used along with other 

development priorities and infrastructure investment to target social facility provision to provide 

the greatest investment impact to the region from the least number of locations or service points. 

The points have been established through analysis to test the role, centrality, accessibility relative to 

the size of places as well as considering the population density of the surrounding area within a radius 

of up to 50km in this sparsely populated Karoo Region and not more than 30km by road in more 

densely populated areas in the rest of the country.  

 

The identification of certain places as Regional Anchors, Service Towns and Service Centres does not 

preclude other places that have sufficient population to support specific social facilities, from also 

being able to have these middle and higher order facilities and services. The key fact is that the 

identified places are prioritised for facility provision before others and should be serviced first to 

achieve financial viability and programming of departmental budgets. 
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IMPORTANT LOCATION PRINCIPLES FOR SOCIAL FACILITIES  

The service provision standards and guidelines are provided to support the planning and provision of 

social facilities within a structure of differentiated service levels for different contexts. They assist in 

the planning of social facilities and services but are not meant to be prescriptive or binding given that 

the application of the standards and guidelines should always be adapted (within reason and with 

motivation) to the local contextual conditions of the type of settlement or catchment area, population 

profiles and budgetary constraints. Depending on the contextual factors, adjustments to the number, 

size and distribution of facilities are required so that an appropriate level of provision can be 

established.  Adaptation is also required in terms of changes in user demand for services, application 

of new service delivey techology and approached and especially changes as regards to remote and on-

line service provision. 

 

The provision standards were drawn up taking into consideration that there are certain essential life 

transaction services that all citizens required, and consideration that such services should form the 

basis of any set of provision standards. These essential services should be accessible to all 

communities (although it may only be periodic), even the most remote, to ensure that all people are 

able to make vital life transactions to enable them to conduct full, productive lives, improve their 

standard of living, and obtain social support when required. Such transactions include obtaining legal 

status as South Africans or residents (i.e., registering births and deaths), obtaining identification 

documents and accessing health services, regional level justice facilities (courts) and social assistance 

(e.g., government grant) application offices, etc.  

 

It is important to note that the most essential basic facilities (health, education, citizen registration, 

social security and safety) should always be provided before additional facilities are considered. Also, 

it is recommended that only if all priority nodes (Regional Anchors and Service Towns and Rural 

Service Centres) in an area have been provided for in terms of middle and higher order facilities, 

should other places be considered for provision. Facility provision is not compulsory or legally 

enforceable and is always subject to the availability of resources and institutional capacity. 

 

When calculating the need or demand for facilities it is useful to test what and how many facilities 

would be needed if there were currently no existing facilities in an area – this is called a Greenfields 

analysis. Once you know what should be supplied, you can check this provision against what is 

currently available before calculating the shortfall. This will not consider any necessary upgrading or 

replacement of infrastructure that is outdated or in poor condition as this must be dealt with 

separately.  

 

The clustering and multi-use buildings creates opportunities for facility multi-use, sharing, etc. that 

should result in land savings and trip reductions for residents. This is specifically important in rural 

areas where residents make periodic trips into towns and villages to shop and undertake other social 

business. In these circumstances people cannot be expected to have to make several trips, on different 

days for different services or to different parts of a town or to walk long distances within a service 

town. This would add extra time and money to the trip for the users who often do not have these 

additional resources. Also important in terms of clustering facilities, is the contribution that this type 
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of investment can make to creating islands of development that create structure for town 

establishment or settlement regeneration.  

 

National government promotes the sharing and clustering of facilities, such as though Government 

Precinct development, Thusong Centres and other multi-purpose centres. Similarly, the sharing of 

halls, sports fields and other facilities by different stakeholders should be encouraged where possible 

in all towns and villages. 

 

The successful sharing between departments and the multi-use of buildings is largely dependent on 

excellence in design and management but also requires cooperation and joint financial planning 

between the departments that form part of the multi-purpose centre or cluster. If sharing and co-

location is achieved within designated towns, it can contribute positively to service delivery and to 

financial sustainability.  

 

TYPICAL SERVICE PROVISION PACKAGES  

For ease of use and understanding, the detailed facility provision standards have been packaged into 

discrete sets according to the Settlement classification/ node/ town role and population size. Also 

taken into account is the acceptable travel reach of services that delineate the furthest reach of the 

service area of that node/ settlement. These service packages are aligned to the critical capacity 

breakpoints in the service threshold provisions for different sizes or categories of facilities. The service 

packages are provided for settlements of a range of sizes indicated below. Where applicable 

adjustments in provision may be required in terms of the role of the town/ settlement in the regional 

economy and here we refer specifically to the NSDF roles that are indicated: 

• Local Service Node with populations of 1 000 - 4 999 people 

• Small Local Towns and Villages with 5 000 - 9 999 people 

• Small Service Towns of 10 000 - 19 999 people (some may also act as Regional Anchors in more 

remote area) 

• Service Towns and Regional Anchors of 20 000 - 39 999 people; 40 000 - 59 999 and 60 000 

and 60 000 and more people 

• Regional Service Centres (may also act as Regional Anchors) Cities and City Regions. The latter 

are also known as Urban Cores in the NSDF and they support the adjacent regions and act as 

key generators and logistic hubs of the economy supporting the surrounding towns and 

regions.  

 

In addition, there are other services that need to be provide that do not relate to a particular number 

of people but rather to the service role of a particular settlement or may be related to a legal 

jurisdiction i.e., Magisterial districts. Such more specialised and larger facilities that should be 

provided in selected Regional Anchors, Service Towns and Rural Service towns that have less than 

60 000 people, are indicated. Adjustment of service packages may also be required for specific border 

towns with high cross border movement sometimes even being daily movement.  The adjustment for 

these services and different roles will be specifically to meet the regional requirement of providing 

critical services in (sparsely populated) regions at the most central or viable locations. 
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No package of services is defined for Settlements with less than 1 000 people as they will most likely 

be provided with services through the use of alternative modalities such as mobiles, periodic/ satellite 

services and outreach programmes, rather than fixed facilities.  

 

These packages still do not mean that the standards should be rigidly applied; rather cognisance of the 

morphology of the settlement or service catchment area and other factors is required for their 

application and the planners should ask themselves several questions.  i.e. Is there a dense core to the 

settlement or catchment? Is there a Regional Anchor or Service Town in close vicinity where services 

can be better provided and accessed? Are transport options available to enable access to services in 

linked settlements? Are there any widely dispersed smaller settlements some distance from the core 

that may be best served by mobile services, or areas with declining populations? Even if the population 

does not reach the threshold indicated, can a facility be justified at the settlement centre based on its 

wider role in the area? And so on.  What is critical is to avoid building large facilities4 that are not 

warranted based to the area’s demand profile. It is more important that a wide range of essential 

services are provided in line with community needs. 

  

The following section comprises the basic packages to support the population of different sizes of 

settlement together with the population living in its surrounding service area. The packages need to 

be adapted and applied to different contexts using the population thresholds to identify how many 

facilities of each type are required and the facility sizes then adjusted to context. In some cases, 

facility requirements may include pro rata provision of the basic packages or a combination of 

different sizes or types of facilities (e.g. one standard clinic supported by two satellite clinics rather 

than a single large facility but this decision needs to be related to how the population is located within 

the service area of the town). Generally, the largest possible size of facility should be chosen over 

smaller sizes, provided the distance criterion and population threshold are still met. The latter is to 

ensure operational efficiencies, the provision of a better range of service offerings, and to promote 

clustering. 

 

  

 
4 Requires government to maintain such facilities which could be wasteful if facility is underutilised as a result 
of ‘over provision’. 
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LOCAL SERVICE NODES: Less than 4 999 people in service area 

Table 3: Services for 1000-4999 people. 

SERVICES FOR 1 000 – 4 999 PEOPLE 

SECTOR FACILITY TYPE POPULATION THRESHOLD PER 
FACILITY 

MIN                 up to            MAX 

WITHIN 
DISTANCE 
(KM) 

Health Satellite/ Mobile Clinic  1 000 4 000 5 

Education Primary School – Small  1 000 (enrolment 
of 135 learners) 

2 199 (enrolment 
of 310 learners) 

5 

Secondary School – 
Small  

2 000 (enrolment 
200 learners) 

3 999 (enrolment 
400 learners) 

5 

Social 
Development 

Crèche 2 400 3 500 5 

Social Grant Pay Point 100 beneficiaries – 5 

Government 
Service Cluster - 
such as Mobile 
Thusong/ Multi-
purpose Centre  

Mobile e-Government 
Service (with minimum 
of Home Affairs & SASSA 
1x per month) 

2 000 9 999 25/ 40 

Sport, Recreation 
and Leisure 
 

Sports fields @ 
0.56ha/10005 

3 000 – 5 

Community Park @ 0.3-
0.5ha/1000 

2 000 – 5 

Cemeteries Cemetery    0.26ha/ 1 000 people – 

 

The term Local Service Node is not specifically identified spatially by settlement in the NSDF although 

the function of such small places is described as part of the Regional-Rural Service Model. Note some 

of the local service nodes listed are located within the functional area (within the shadow) of larger 

settlements such as regional service centres or urban core areas. Such small nodes close to bigger 

centres may only require local neighbourhood services to be provided since these settlements would 

have relatively easy access to the higher order services at the closely located larger settlement. 

Thus for Local Nodes located within less than 10km of a Service Town or Centre that are provided with 

a significant range of facilities, it may only be required to provide the local neighbourhood facilities 

 
5 Sport field provision considers all accessible not profit facilities and includes provision at municipal and education facilities  
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such as schools, créches, parks and sports facilties at the local node due to its close proximity of a 

larger centre/town.  

The following is a list of Local Service Nodes within KRSDF for which the above service package 

should be used and adapted. Settlements are ordered alphabetically and grouped per district 

municipality. 

 

Table 4:Lists of Local Service Nodes. 

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY NAME SETTLEMENT TYPE NSDF 
FUNCTION 

     

Cape Winelands Witzenberg Op-die-Berg Local Service Node  - 

Central Karoo Prince Albert Leeu Gamka Local Service Node  - 

Central Karoo Beaufort West Merweville Local Service Node  - 

Central Karoo Prince Albert Prince Albert 
Road 

Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Brakkloof Village Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Cimicili Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Hofmeyer Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Mabeleni Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima McBride Village Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Inxuba Yethemba Mortimer Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Phelandaba Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Sisilane Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Sterkstroom Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Tsitsikama Local Service Node  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Tylden Local Service Node  - 

Garden Route Kannaland Calitzdorp Local Service Node  - 

Garden Route Oudtshoorn Volmoed Local Service Node  - 

Garden Route Kannaland Zoar Local Service Node  - 

Joe Gqabi Walter Sisulu Oviston Local Service Node  - 

Mangaung Mangaung Ikgomotseng Local Service Node  - 

Mangaung Mangaung Van Stadensrus Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Kh├ói-Ma Aggenys Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Richtersveld Alexander Bay Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Hantam Brandvlei Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Nama Khoi Buffelsrivier Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Nama Khoi Carolusberg Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Richtersveld Eksteenfontein Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Karoo Hoogland Fraserburg Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Kamiesberg Garies Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Kamiesberg Hondeklip Bay Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Kamiesberg Kamieskroon Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Nama Khoi Kleinzee Local Service Node  - 
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Namakwa Nama Khoi Komaggas Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Hantam Loeriesfontein Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Hantam Nieuwoudtville Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Kh├ói-Ma Onseepkans Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Kh├ói-Ma Pofadder Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Karoo Hoogland Sutherland Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Nama Khoi Vioolsdrif Local Service Node  - 

Namakwa Karoo Hoogland Williston Local Service Node  - 

Overberg Swellendam Suurbraak Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Siyathemba Copperton Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Emthanjeni Hanover Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Ubuntu Loxton Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Siyathemba Marydale Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Siyathemba Niekerkshoop Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Umsobomvu Norvalspont Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Thembelihle Orania Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Renosterberg Philipstown Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Siyancuma Plooysburg Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Thembelihle Strydenburg Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Renosterberg Vanderkloof Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Kareeberg Vanwyksvlei Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Kareeberg Vosburg Local Service Node  - 

Pixley ka Seme Siyathemba Westerberg Local Service Node  - 

Sarah Baartman Blue Crane Route Cookhouse Local Service Node  - 

Sarah Baartman Dr Beyers Naude Klipplaat Local Service Node  - 

Sarah Baartman Dr Beyers Naude Nieu-Bethesda Local Service Node  - 

Sarah Baartman Blue Crane Route Pearston Local Service Node  - 

Sarah Baartman Dr Beyers Naude Rietbron Local Service Node  - 

Sarah Baartman Dr Beyers Naude Steytlerville Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Bergrivier Aurora Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Matzikama Bitterfontein Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Matzikama Doringbaai Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Bergrivier Dwarskersbos Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Bergrivier Eendekuil Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Cederberg Elandsbaai Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Cederberg Graafwater Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Cederberg Leipoldville Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Matzikama Nuwerus Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Bergrivier Redelinghuys Local Service Node  - 

West Coast Matzikama Strandfontein Local Service Node  - 

Xhariep Kopanong Edenburg Local Service Node  - 

Xhariep Kopanong Fauresmith Local Service Node  - 

Xhariep Mohokare Goedgemoed Local Service Node  - 

Xhariep Kopanong Jagersfontein Local Service Node  - 
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Xhariep Letsemeng Luckhoff Local Service Node  - 

Xhariep Letsemeng Oppermans Local Service Node  - 

Xhariep Kopanong Philippolis Local Service Node  - 

Xhariep Kopanong Springfontein Local Service Node  - 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Augrabies Local Service Node  - 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Cillie Local Service Node  - 

Z F Mgcawu !Kheis Grootdrink Local Service Node  - 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Kalksloot Local Service Node  - 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Kanoneiland Local Service Node  - 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Marchand Local Service Node  - 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Soverby Local Service Node  - 

Z F Mgcawu !Kheis Wegdraai Local Service Node  - 
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SMALL LOCAL TOWNS AND RURAL SETTLEMENTS of 5 000 – 9 999 people 

Table 5: Services for 5000-9999 people. 

SERVICES FOR 5 000 – 9 999 PEOPLE 

SECTOR FACILITY TYPE POPULATION THRESHOLD 

MIN                            MAX 

WITHIN 
DISTANCE 
(KM) 

Health Basic Clinic                             5 000 9 999 5 

Education Primary School – 
Medium  

2 200 (enrolment 
of 311 learners) 

4 399 
(enrolment of 
620 learners) 

5 

Secondary School – 
Medium  

4 000 (enrolment 
401 learners) 

5 999 
(enrolment 600 
learners) 

5 

Social 
Development 

Crèche 2 400 3 500 5 

Social Grant Pay Point 100 beneficiaries – 5 

Government 
Service Cluster - 
such as Mobile 
Thusong/ Multi-
purpose Centre 

Mobile e-Government 
Services (with 
minimum of Home 
Affairs & SASSA 2x per 
month) 

2 000 9 999 25/ 40 

Libraries Basic Public Library  5 000 24 999 5 

Sport, Recreation 
and Leisure 
 

Sports fields @ 0.56ha 
per 1000 people6 

3 000 – 5 

Community Park @ 
0.3-0.5ha/1000 people 

2 000 – 5 

Community Hall  
E-grade Hall 

5 000 14 999 10 

Cemeteries Cemetery    0.26ha/ 1 000 people – 

 

 

 

The following is a list of Small Local Towns within KRSDF for which the above service package 

should be used and adapted. Settlements are ordered alphabetically and grouped per district 

municipality. 

 

 
6 Sport field provision considers all accessible non-profit facilities and includes provision at municipal and education facilities 
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Table 6: Lists of Small Local Towns. 

  

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY NAME SETTLEMENT TYPE NSDF FUNCTION 

Cape Winelands Breede Valley Touwsrivier Small Local Town  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Lesseyton Small Local Town  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Thornhill Small Local Town  - 

Joe Gqabi Walter Sisulu Jamestown Small Local Town  - 

Namakwa Nama Khoi Concordia Small Local Town  - 

Namakwa Nama Khoi Nababeep Small Local Town  - 

West Coast Matzikama Klawer Small Local Town  - 

West Coast Matzikama Luizville Small Local Town  - 

West Coast Bergrivier Porterville Small Local Town  - 

West Coast Matzikama Van 
Rhynsdorp 

Small Local Town  - 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Kenhardt Small Local Town  - 
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SMALL SERVICE TOWNS of 10 000 – 19 999 people 

Table 7: Services for 10000 - 19000 people. 

SERVICES FOR 10 000 – 19 999 PEOPLE 

SECTOR FACILITY TYPE POPULATION THRESHOLD 

MIN                            MAX 

WITHIN 
DISTANCE 
(KM) 

Health Small Clinic 10 000 19 999 5 

Education Primary School – Medium  2 200 (enrolment 
of 311 learners) 

4 399 (enrolment 
of 620 learners) 

5 

Secondary School – 
Medium  

4 000 (enrolment 
401 learners) 

5 999 (enrolment 
600 learners) 

5 

Social Development Crèche 2 400 3 500 5 

Social Grant Pay Point 100 beneficiaries – 5 

Government 
Service  Cluster - 
such as  Mobile 
Thusong/ Multi-
purpose 
Community Centre 
(MPCC)  

MPCC /Thusong - Satellite 
Centre  (with minimum of 
weekly Home Affairs & 
SASSA) 

10 000 19 999 25 / 40 

Libraries Basic Public Library  5 000 24 999 5 

Sport, Recreation 
and Leisure 
 

Sports fields @0.56/ 1000 
population7 

3 000 – 5 

Community Park @ 0.3-
0.5ha/1000 people 

2 000 – 5 

Community Hall E/ D-
grade Hall 

5 000/ 15 000 14 999/ 19 999 10 

Cemeteries Cemetery    0.26ha/ 1 000 people – 

 

The following provides a list of Small Service Towns within KRSDF for which the above service 

package should be used and adapted. Settlements are ordered alphabetically and grouped per 

district municipality. The NSDF function/ role if any is indicated in the right column. 

 
7 Sport field provision considers all accessible not profit facilities and includes provision at municipal and education facilities 
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Note some of the Small Service Towns may have a service population of less than 10000 people, but 

have also been identified as Service locations due to their role as identified during the development 

of the NSDF. 

 

Table 8: List of Small Service Towns. 

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY NAME SETTLEMENT TYPE 
NSDF 
FUNCTION 

Cape 
Winelands 

Breede Valley De Doorns Small Service Town  - 

Cape 
Winelands 

Witzenberg Prince Alfred Hamlet Small Service Town  - 

Cape 
Winelands 

Breede Valley Rawsonville Small Service Town  - 

Cape 
Winelands 

Witzenberg Tulbagh Small Service Town  - 

Central Karoo Laingsburg Laingsburg Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Central Karoo Beaufort West Murraysburg Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Central Karoo Prince Albert Prince Albert Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Ilinge Small Service Town  - 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Molteno Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Tarkastad Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Garden Route Oudtshoorn De Rust Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Garden Route Oudtshoorn Dysseldorp Small Service Town  - 

Garden Route Kannaland Ladismith Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Joe Gqabi Walter Sisulu Burgersdorp Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Joe Gqabi Walter Sisulu Steynsburg Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Joe Gqabi Walter Sisulu Venterstad Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Lejweleputswa Tokologo Boshof Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Lejweleputswa Tokologo Dealesville Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Lejweleputswa Tokologo Hertzogville Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Mangaung Mangaung Dewetsdorp Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Mangaung Mangaung Wepener Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 
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Namakwa Hantam Calvinia Small Service Town  
Regional 
Anchor 

Namakwa Richtersveld Port Nolloth Small Service Town  - 

Namakwa Nama Khoi Steinkopf Small Service Town  - 

Overberg Swellendam Barrydale Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Emthanjeni Britstown Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Kareeberg Carnarvon Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Umsobomvu Colesberg Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Siyancuma Douglas Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Siyancuma Griekwastad Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Thembelihle Hopetown Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Umsobomvu Noupoort Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Renosterberg Petrusville Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Siyathemba Prieska Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Ubuntu Richmond Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Pixley ka Seme Ubuntu Victoria West Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Sarah 
Baartman 

Dr Beyers Naude Aberdeen Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Sarah 
Baartman 

Dr Beyers Naude Jansenville Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Sarah 
Baartman 

Dr Beyers Naude Willowmore Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

West Coast Cederberg Citrusdal Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

West Coast Cederberg Clanwilliam Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

West Coast Cederberg Lamberts Bay Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

West Coast Bergrivier Velddrif Small Service Town  - 

Xhariep Kopanong Bethulie Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Xhariep Letsemeng Jacobsdal Small Service Town  - 

Xhariep Letsemeng Koffiefontein Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Xhariep Letsemeng Petrusburg Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 
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Xhariep Kopanong Reddersburg Small Service Town  - 

Xhariep Mohokare Rouxville Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Xhariep Mohokare Smithfield Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Xhariep Kopanong Trompsburg Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Xhariep Mohokare Zastron Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Z F Mgcawu !Kheis Groblershoop Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Kakamas Small Service Town  
Rural Service 
Centre 

Z F Mgcawu Kai !Garib Keimoes Small Service Town  - 
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SERVICE TOWNS of 20 000 – 39 999 people  

Table 9: Services for 20000 - 39999 people. 

SERVICES FOR 20 000 – 39 999 PEOPLE 

SECTOR FACILITY TYPE POPULATION THRESHOLD 

MIN                            MAX 

WITHIN 
DISTANCE 
(KM) 

Health Standard Clinic 20 000 39 999 5 

Education Primary School – Medium  2 200 (enrolment 
of 311 learners) 

4 399 (enrolment 
of 620 learners) 

5 

Secondary School – 
Medium  

4 000 (enrolment 
401 learners) 

5 999 (enrolment 
600 learners) 

5 

Social 
Development 

Crèche 2 400 3 500 5 

Social Grant Pay Point 100 beneficiaries – 5 

Libraries Basic Public Library  5 000 24 999 5 

Sports, Recreation 
and Leisure 

Sports fields @0.56ha 
/1000 people8 

3 000 – 5 

Community and District 
Parks @ 0.4-0.5ha /1000 
people 

2 000 – 5 

 Community Hall 
 D-grade Hall 

15 000 19 999 10 

Cemeteries Cemetery    0.26ha/ 1 000 people – 

MIDDLE & HIGHER ORDER FACILITIES - Preferably to be provides as part of a Government Precinct or 
Thusong Centre / Cluster.   These facilities are specifically provided to fulfil the service role required 
of the town to serve both the central town as well as to serve the communities living in the 
surrounding adjacent farms and villages.  

Community Hall C-grade Hall 20 000 29 999 15 

Government 
Service Cluster 

Small Thusong Centre/ 
Government Precinct 
with Home Affairs, 
SASSA, SAPS and Labour 
Office 

20 000 59 999 25 / 40 

SASSA SASSA Office 30 000 120 000 40 

Home Affairs Small Home Affairs Office 40 000 160 000 25 

 
8 Sport field provision considers all accessible not profit facilities and includes provision at municipal and education facilities 
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Social 
Development 

Children's Home 20 000 60 000 25 

Home for the Aged  20 000 60 000 25 

 

The following is a list of Service Towns within KRSDF for 20000-39999 people for which the above 

service package should be used and adapted. Settlements are ordered alphabetically and grouped 

per district municipality. The NSDF function/ role if any is indicated in the right column. 

 

Table 10: List of Service Towns (20000 – 39000). 

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY NAME SETTLEMENTTYPE NSDF FUNCTION 

Cape 
Winelands 

Witzenberg Wolseley Service Town  Rural Service 
Centre 

Central Karoo Beaufort West Beaufort West Service Town  Regional Anchor 

Chris Hani Inxuba 
Yethemba 

Cradock Service Town  Regional Anchor 

Chris Hani Inxuba 
Yethemba 

Middelburg (E.C.) Service Town  Rural Service 
Centre 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Wittlesea Service Town  Rural Service 
Centre 

Joe Gqabi Walter Sisulu Maletswai Service Town  Regional Anchor 

Namakwa Nama Khoi Springbok Service Town  Regional Anchor 

Overberg Swellendam Swellendam Service Town  Regional Anchor 

Pixley ka Seme Emthanjeni De Aar Service Town  Regional Anchor 

Sarah 
Baartman 

Dr Beyers Naude Graaff-Reinet Service Town  Regional Anchor 

Sarah 
Baartman 

Blue Crane 
Route 

Somerset East Service Town  Rural Service 
Centre 

West Coast Bergrivier Piketberg Service Town  Regional Anchor 

West Coast Matzikama Vredendal Service Town  Regional Anchor 
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SERVICE TOWNS of 40 000 – 59 999 people  

Table 11: Services for 40000 - 59000 people. 

SERVICES FOR 40 000 – 59 999 PEOPLE 

SECTOR FACILITY TYPE POPULATION THRESHOLD 

MIN                            MAX 

WITHIN 
DISTANCE 
(KM) 

Health Standard Clinic 20 000 39 999 5 

Education Primary School – Medium  2 200 (enrolment 
of 311 learners) 

4 399 (enrolment 
of 620 learners) 

5 

Secondary School – 
Medium  

4 000 (enrolment 
401 learners) 

5 999 (enrolment 
600 learners) 

5 

Social Development Crèche 2 400 3 500 5 

Social Grant Pay Point 100 beneficiaries – 5 

Libraries Basic Public Library  5 000 24 999 5 

Sport, Recreation 
and Leisure 
 

Sports fields @0.56ha 
/1000 people9 

3 000 – 5 

Community and District 
Parks @ 0.4-0.5ha /1000 
people 

2 000 – 5 

Community Hall  
C-grade Hall 

20 000 29 999 15 

Cemeteries Cemetery    0.26ha/ 1 000 people – 

MIDDLE & HIGHER ORDER FACILITIES- Preferably as part of a Government Precinct or Thusong Centre 
/ Cluster. These facilities are specifically provided to fulfil the service role required of the town to 
serve both the central town as well as to serve the communities living in the surrounding adjacent 
farms and villages. 

Health Large 24 hr Clinic 40 000 59 999 10 

Community Hall B-grade Hall  30 000 59 999 15 

Government 
Service Cluster/ 
Precinct  

Small Thusong Centre/ 
Cluster or MPCC with a 
range of government 
services including SASSA, 
Home Affairs & SAPS  

20 000 59 999 25 / 40 

 
9 Sport field provision considers all accessible not profit facilities and includes provision at municipal and education facilities 
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SASSA SASSA Office 30 000 120 000 40 

Home Affairs Small Home Affairs Office 40000 160 000 25 

Social Development Children's Home 20 000 60 000 25 

Home for the Aged  20 000 60 000 25 

Libraries Branch Public Library 50 000 150 000 10 

 

The following is a list of Service Towns within KRSDF for 40000-59999 people for which the above 

service package should be used and adapted. Settlements are ordered alphabetically and grouped 

per district municipality. The NSDF function/ role if any is indicated in the right column. 

 

Table 12: List of Service Towns (40000 - 59000). 

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY NAME SETTLEMENTTYPE NSDF FUNCTION 

Cape Winelands Witzenberg Ceres Service Town  Rural Service Centre 
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SERVICE TOWNS and REGIONAL ANCHORS of 60 000 or more people  

Table 13: Service for 60000+ people 

SERVICES FOR 60 000+ PEOPLE 

SECTOR FACILITY TYPE POPULATION THRESHOLD 

MIN                            MAX 

WITHIN 
DISTANCE 
(KM) 

Health Large Clinic 40000 59999 10 

Education Primary School – Medium  2 200 (enrolment 
of 311 learners) 

4 399 (enrolment 
of 620 learners) 

5 

Secondary School – 
Medium  

4 000 (enrolment 
401 learners) 

5 999 (enrolment 
600 learners) 

5 

Social Development Crèche 2 400 3 500 5 

Social Grant Pay Point 100 beneficiaries – 5 

Libraries Basic Public Library  5 000 24 999 5 

Sport, Recreation 
and Leisure 
 

Sports fields @0.56ha 
/1000 people10 

3 000 – 5 

Community and District 
Parks @ 0.4-0.5ha /1000 
people 

2 000 – 5 

Community Hall  
B-grade Hall 

30 000 59 999 15 

Cemeteries Cemetery    0.26ha/ 1 000 people – 

MIDDLE & HIGHER ORDER FACILITIES- Preferably as part of a Government Precinct or Thusong Centre 
/ Cluster. These facilities are specifically provided to fulfil the service role required of the town to 
serve both the central town as well as to serve the communities living in the surrounding adjacent 
farms and villages. 

Health Community Health Centre 60 000 149 999 10 

General Hospital (District 
Hospital L1)11 

150 000 900 000 30 

Community Hall A-grade Hall  60 000 300 000 15 

 
10 Sport field provision considers all accessible not profit facilities and includes provision at municipal and education facilities 
11 At minimum a 24hr CHC – with ambulance transfer capacity OR a small capacity District Hospital should preferably be provided in all identified Regional 

Anchors even if the basic population threshold is not reached. The key location and provision requirements would be the distance to the next closest L1 

hospital.  
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Government 
Service Cluster/ 
Precinct 

Government precinct/ 
Large Thusong Centre 
with permanent Home 
Affairs, SASSA, SAPS & 
Labour offices & possibly 
incorporating a Clinic & 
Court 

60 000 200 000 25 / 40 

SASSA SASSA Office 30 000 120 000 40 

Home Affairs Home Affairs Office 20 000 200 000 25 

Social Development Children's Home 20 000 60 000 25 

Home for the Aged  20 000 60 000 25 

Libraries Branch Public Library 50 000 150 000 10 

 

No such size towns are present in this region. 
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REGIONAL ANCHORS AND SERVICE TOWN with less than 60 000 people – 

additional facilities 

Small Towns and Regional Anchors in the region that have with less than 60 000 people should 

potentially receive additional facilities based not on their population size but rather on their role in 

providing services to a larger surrounding region of 50km by road (sparse Karoo) or 30km in 

remainder of country. This is due to the maximum acceptable travel distance for such facilities and 

the distance to larger places that provide higher order services being beyond the acceptable travel 

distances for such facilities. 

 

The provision of the following additional facilities should be considered in these cases if not already 

provided: 

 
Table 14: Additional Service required for Regional Anchors and Service Towns and centres (<60000).  

ADDITIONAL SERVICES REQUIRED FOR REGIONAL ANCHORS AND 
SERVICE TOWNS AND CENTRES WITH LESS THAN 60 000 PEOPLE 

SECTOR FACILITY TYPE 

Health 24-hour Health Facility/ Community Health Centre or L1 Hospital 

Government Precinct/ 
Thusong Centres and 
Clusters  

Government Precinct or Thusong Centre/ Services Cluster which at 
minimum has a SASSA office, a Home Affairs office & Police Station as 
well as a Labour office- Depending on the town size this service may be 
periodic but should operate at least 2 days a week. A tourism office may 
also be required. 

PLEASE SEE BELOW FOR OTHER ADDITIONAL SERVICES FOR WHICH 
PROVISION SHOULD BE CONSIDERED DEPENDING ON JURISDICTION / 
RISK / DISTANCE. Please see page 50  
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CITY REGIONS, CITIES AND LARGE REGIONAL CENTRES, AND REGIONAL 

SERVICE CENTRES 

The services provided at the highest order places - City Regions, Cities and Large Regional Centres, and 

Regional Service Centres are similar and the size and or number of facilities that must be provided are 

differentiated only by the size of the settlement. Table 15 lists the key sectors, facilities, and their 

respective threshold ranges that should be considered for provision. 

 

Table 15: Services for City Regions, Cities and Large Regional Centres, And Regional Service Centres  

TYPICAL SERVICE OFFERINGS THAT SHOULD OR CAN BE 
PROVIDED IN REGIONAL SERVICE CENTRES, CITIES AND CITY 

REGIONS 

SECTOR FACILITY TYPE POPULATION 
THRESHOLD RANGES 

Number of people 

Service provision 
Status  

Acceptable 
service 
access 
distance 
(KM) 

Health Tertiary Hospital  Optional   

Regional Hospital 900 000 -1 770 000 Recommended for 
more than 900 000 
people within 
30km 

 

District Hospital 300 000- 900 000 Core 30 

Community Health 
Centre 

100 000- 200 000 Core 10 

Primary Clinic 24 000- 70 000 Core 10 

Education University   Optional -- 

Skills training / ABET 
etc. 

200 000 and above Core  20 

Primary School with 
Grade R  

Range of sizes up to 
Extra-large. Size 
subject to need and 
population 
distribution.  
See tables below. 

Core 5 

Secondary School  Range of sizes to be 
used up to Extra 
Large/ Mega schools. 
Size subject to need 
and population 

Core 5 
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TYPICAL SERVICE OFFERINGS THAT SHOULD OR CAN BE 
PROVIDED IN REGIONAL SERVICE CENTRES, CITIES AND CITY 

REGIONS 

distribution. See 
tables below 

Grade-R (stand-alone) 1000 Optional  5 

Education/ 
Social 
Development 

Crèche/ ECD 2 400-3000   

Social 
Development 

SASSA Office (Grant 
applications) 

20 000-40 000  15 

Social Grant Pay Point  Minimum number of 
people served is 100 

grant recipients 

At Post Offices or 
shopping 
complexes 

5 
 

Children's Home 20 000-60 000 Recommended 25 

Home for the Aged  20 000-60 000 Recommended 25 

Parks 
Recreation 
and Leisure 

 

Parks 

Including playlots, local/ 
community and 
Regional and District 
parks 

Minimum of 0.4ha/ 
1000 population 

See CSIR Guidelines for Provision 
of Social Facilities in South African 

Settlements 

 

 

Sports Facilities 

(Range of facilities for 
different sports codes 
and includes municipal, 
private and educational 
facilities)  

Minimum of 0.56ha 
per 1000 population12 

Community Hall 

Various sizes preferably 
designed for multi-use 

Grade A - 60 000 
Grade B - 30 000 
Grade C - 20 000 
Grade D - 15 000 
Grade E - 10 000 

Optional 10-20 

Safety and 
Emergency 
services 

Fire Station Fire Risk dependent 
but likely to be 
required for a 

population of more 
than 60 000 and type 

 30 

 
12 Sport field provision considers all accessible non-profit facilities and includes provision at municipal and education facilities 
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TYPICAL SERVICE OFFERINGS THAT SHOULD OR CAN BE 
PROVIDED IN REGIONAL SERVICE CENTRES, CITIES AND CITY 

REGIONS 

development and 
industry in vicinity 

 Police station 60 000-120 000 size is 
dependent on crime 

statistics and work 
study requirements 

 8 

Cultural Library - Reference 450 000 Recommended 50 

Library - Regional 200 000 Optional 15 

Local Library  50 000- 120 000 

function is evolving 
and inclusion of study 
centres especially in 
former township areas 
is critical. Can also be 
use as cool / warm 
spaces during extreme 
climate episodes 

Core  10 

Performing Arts Centre Approximately 
500 000 plus 

Optional 100 

 Performing Arts - 
community 

Approximately 50 000 
plus 

Recommended 15 

 Museum Context specific 
possibly 500 000 

Optional  30 

Home Affairs Range of Office Sizes to 
be used dependent on 
context demand and 
population distribution 

Large -400 000 
Medium -160 000 

Small -40 000 
Mobiles Service- 20 

000 
 

Core 25 

Magistrates 
court 

Branch/ Main Court or 
Circuit court 

Dependent on case- 
load and demarcation 

of MD boundaries 

 25 

Other  Cemetery    17.2 ha/ 100 000 
people if burial is 

major method for the 
management of 
human remains 

 30 
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TYPICAL SERVICE OFFERINGS THAT SHOULD OR CAN BE 
PROVIDED IN REGIONAL SERVICE CENTRES, CITIES AND CITY 

REGIONS 

Alternative: Much less 
area is required if 
alternative smart 

technology options 
such as Aquamation 

and Cremation are 
more commonly 

accepted or promoted  

 Aquamation13/ 
Crematorium facility 

200 000  30 

 

City Regions, Cities and Large Regional Centres, and Regional Service Centres all perform an important 

role in their respective regions and as such also perform an anchor function. The following tables 

reflect the largest settlements within the region. No City Region area falls within the KRSDF area 

although adjacent City regions such as Cape Town, and Nelson Mandela Bay provide services to and 

connect the Karoo with the rest of South Africa and the international markets. 

 

Table 16: List of Regional Service Centres within the KRSDF 

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY NAME SETTLEMENTTYPE NSDF FUNCTION 

Chris Hani Enoch Mgijima Komani Regional Service 
Centres 

Regional Anchor 

Garden Route Oudtshoorn Oudtshoorn Regional Service 
Centres 

Regional Anchor 

Cape Winelands Breede Valleye Worchester Regional Service 
Centres 

Regional Anchor 

 

Table 17: List of Cities and Large regional centres within the KRSDF 

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY NAME SETTLEMENTTYPE NSDF FUNCTION 

Mangaung Mangaung Mangaung Cities and Large 
regional centres 

Regional Anchor 

 

 

  

 
13 Aquamation is a method of final disposition of human remains through the use of alkaline hydrolysis. 
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FACILITIES DEPENDENT ON SPECIFIC RISK, JURISDICTION & DISTANCE 

These facilities may be provided in any Small SERVICE Town in the Karoo depending on the risk profile 

of the area, crime rate, poverty level, travel access or areas of jurisdiction and cost benefit 

feasibility: 

       

FACILITIES DEPENDENT ON SPECIFIC RISK, JURISDICTION 
AND/OR DISTANCE 

Social Grant Pay Point 

Police Station 

Fire Station 

Social Development Offices/ Service Points 

Magistrate’s Court 

Tribal Council Office 

Youth Services 

For more detail, please consult the Guidelines for Differentiated Provision and 

 
See CSIR publishes guidelines for social facility planning | CSIR 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.csir.co.za/csir-publishes-guidelines-social-facility-planning
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ALTERNATIVE SERVICE PROVISION: MOBILE & PERIODIC SERVICES 

In those areas where the requirements for fixed facilities are not met, i.e. less than 1 000 people and 

being remote / far from node, an alternative approach to service delivery could be followed by using 

mobile & periodic services. Alternative services may also be provided in addition to fixed facilities. 

 

The cost of mobile services in terms of capital and operational costs (especially when considering per 

person cost) are high and should only be used when other options are not possible. Concerns related 

to on-going ability to manage, operate and maintain services, as well as road conditions must also be 

considered. Issues related to steady un-interrupted financial flows to support services is a key critical 

consideration in where, and how to deliver services, that must be taken into account. 

 

ALTERNATIVE SERVICE PROVISION – 

MOBILE & PERIODIC SERVICES AND PROGRAMMES 
Home Affairs/ mobile e-goverment/ Thusong Services - Mobile Service (with birth, death and ID 
registration, i.e. most critical services) 

Joint Service with Home Affairs as core – Outreach/ Satellite Centre (with birth, death and ID registration, 
i.e., most critical services) with SASSA possibly  

Mobile SASSA Office (see e-government Thusongs) 

Mobile Home Affairs & birth registration (see Thusongs) 

Satellite/ Mobile Clinic (cannot replace a clinic) 

Primary Health Outreach Team 

SAPS Contact Point  

Integrated Volunteer Emergency Response Teams under the auspices of a municipality 

Boarding facilities at schools 

Community Book Units  

Container Library  

Play equipment (public swings/ slides etc) (located at schools, clinics or youth centres/ church) 

Children's care through foster care & outreach programme 

Home care for the aged through outreach programme 
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APPENDICES 

 

The following appendices are additional information items in support of social facility provision. 
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A. INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL FACILITY PROVISION TOOLKIT 

In 2016 as part of a project for the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform a set of social 

facility provision standards were specifically developed to identify differentiate provision categories 

specifically for application in rural areas cover a range of contexts from very sparse to very dense. As 

part of the project spatially defined service catchments were demarcated for the entire country. Each 

catchment was linked to a Town or settlement for which that town was the closest service point. A 

catchment dashboard was developed for each service catchment, and this was linked to a facility 

provision calculator. The latter was linked to the differentiated provision guidelines and used to 

calculate the facility requirements per catchment using a set of predefined algorithms and calculation 

rules.  While the embedded population data used for purpose of calculation in the Toolkit is for 2011, 

the tool does enable any user to enter a Custom or newer population figure and use this to calculate 

the social facility requirements. Should you not be able to access the tool the document provides a list 

for each town in the Karoo indicating a minimum Service basket. This can be manually adjusted based 

on the available population data or the calculator can be used. If the circumstances in the town has 

changed, or the particular town has grown or declined rapidly in population or changed function use 

should be made of the custom data input function or a manual calculation done based on the tables 

showing the minimum facility provision basket. The social facility need calculator can be used to 

support social facility investment decision-making for all settlements- once an assessment has been 

made of the current supply of facilities versus the ideal provision. 

 

See Social Facility Provision Toolkit@  https://socialfacilityprovisiontoolkit.co.za/ 

 

PURPOSE OF THE SOCIAL FACILITY PROVISION TOOLKIT 

1. Assist decision makers and planners by providing demographic and other data which is spatial 

and context specific 

2. Identify typical social facilities that can be supported based on the standards and catchment 

profile (population, order, priority) 

3. Quantify and calculate the facility need per catchment based on prescribed facility provision 

standards 

 

Intended users: 

• Departmental officials from a range of National, Provincial and Local line departments 

• Town and Regional Planners 

• IDP Managers 

• Consultants supporting departments and local authorities 

 

Planning levels: 

• Local, Provincial, National 

• Catchments – some of which are identified priority areas.  

https://socialfacilityprovisiontoolkit.co.za/
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The tool does not take account of current supply / provision of social facilities. Planners and 

users are required to source data on current facility supply and then make the necessary 

calculations to determine backlogs or the need for upgrading and replacement of current 

facilities. 

 

The full standards tables can be found in the Guidelines for the Differentiated Provision of Social 

Services to Rural Areas @ https://socialfacilityprovisiontoolkit.co.za/#!/browser/documents. This 

should also be read in conjunction with CSIR Guidelines for the Provisions of Social Facilities in South 

African Settlements as well as any provincial guidelines (See Western Cape Development Parameters 

douments) or guidelines used by the local municipality.  

 

  

https://socialfacilityprovisiontoolkit.co.za/#!/browser/documents
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B. SETTLEMENT MORPHOLOGY  

 

The settlement morphology is the distribution pattern of the dwellings and other 

structures of human development within the identified towns and catchments 

 

 

An area’s settlement morphology has a major impact on the provision of services as it ultimately 

determines how facilities must be located or distributed and the capacity of each facility within an 

area to achieve optimum accessibility to the people in the area. An research study identified a set of 

9 morphological profiles in South Africa and every catchment was classified accordingly. [See the Social 

Facility Provision Toolkit for each of the catchments’ specific morphology classification].  

 

See also - Sogoni, Z. 2016. The morphological /settlement pattern classification of South African 

settlements based on a settlement catchment approach, to inform facility allocation and service 

delivery. SAPI Planning Africa Conference 2016, 3-6 July 2016, Sandton Convention Centre, Sandton, 

South Africa. 

 

The morphology (structure) of residential patterns around a town is used to indicate the spatial 

patterns of development that are visible within each service area and provides significant supporting 

information regarding the internal settlement structure of each service area and should be considered 

when services are located and distributed within these areas.  

 

The 9 morphological profiles are described below, and initial guidance is provided on how to best 

locate facilities within each type of catchment morphology. 

 

For more detail, please consult the Guidelines for Differentiated Provision 
https://socialfacilityprovisiontoolkit.co.za/#!/browser/documents 
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Mono Centric 

Catchments with a mono centric morphological profile have only one distinct concentrated settlement in the 

catchment 

 

• Cluster middle, higher and some lower order facilities at 

the node. 

• Provide lower order facilities at outlying settlements if 

these can be supported and if these are necessary or 

desirable. 

• Only use mobile services to service outlying areas if 

essential. 

 

 

 

Bi Centric 

Catchments with a bi centric morphological profile have two distinct concentrated settlements in the 

catchment 

 

• Cluster higher order facilities at the most prominent 

node. 

• Split middle order facilities among the two settlements 

and cluster them. 

• Only use mobile services to service outlying areas if 

essential. 

 

 

 

 

Poly Centric 

Catchments with a poly centric morphological profile have more than two distinct settlements in the 

catchment. This type of profile is mostly found in City Regions and Cities. 

 

• Provide facilities where needed. 

• Cluster facilities at central accessible places on transport 

routes or at nodes. 
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Scattered Dense 

Catchments with a scattered dense morphological profile have a continuous dense point settlement coverage 

structure. These catchments are not as dense as metroplitan areas but are also not sparsely populated – in 

many instances having more than 100 people per km2. 

 

• Locate most of the middle and higher-level facilities 

within the main node. 

• If the population can support several facilities of same 

type, locate towards periphery. 

• Ensure minimum density and distance threshold criteria 

are met. 

• Mobile and periodic services to be considered as a final 

option.  

 

Scattered Clusters 

Catchments with a scattered clusters morphological profile have clusters of non-uniform and non-continuous 

dense settlements across the catchment. 

 

• Calculate facility requirements for entire catchment. 

• Locate higher and middle order facilities at the main node 

and distribute lower order facilities at selected clusters 

where requirements are met. 

• Distribute lower order facilities among clusters and 

adjust sizes appropriately. 

• Large clusters and those furthest from the central node 

should be given preference. 

• Mobile and periodic services to be considered as a final 

option.  

Scattered Sparse 

Catchments with a scattered sparse morphological profile have sparsely scattered settlement points irregularly 

distributed across the catchment 
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• Middle order facilities possibly not required if within 

25km of a level 6 catchment or higher or a priority node. 

• If remote, facilities may be supported at main node, at 

population concentrations or on main roads if the 

catchment population can support such facilities. Identify 

closest priority node and ensure it has all major middle 

order services. 

• Each cluster to be checked in terms of the viability of 

certain facilities. 

• Mobile and periodic services to be considered as a final 

option. This is a typical situation where boarding 

facilities for schools may be appropriate.  

 

Dense 

Catchments with a dense morphological profile are largely composed of continuously dense settlement with 

no distinguishable settlement points 

 

• Place all middle to high order facilities in the catchment’s 

identified town or settlement point. 

• Some low order facilities can be placed at peripheral 

settlements. 

• Some middle and higher order facilities may be placed 

outside of the identified town or settlement point if and 

where requirements are met, i.e. if more than 25km from 

node. 

• Mobile and periodic services to be considered as a final 

option.  

 

Dense Linear 

Catchments with a dense linear morphological profile have a linear pattern of densely populated settlement; 

this may mean it has developed alongside a river, road or the coast. 

 

• Middle and higher order facilities must be located at the 

catchment’s identified town or settlement point on a 

main route. 

• Identify sub-nodes and clusters where middle order 

facilities can be supported if areas are out of reach. 

• Check that facilities meet the minimum threshold and 

distance requirements – if not, distance criteria can be 

stretched up to 1.5 of maximum distance (especially if 

public transport is available).  

• Mobile and periodic services to be considered as a final 

option.  
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Sparse Linear 

Catchments with a sparse linear morphological profile have a linear pattern of sparsely populated settlement; 

this may mean it has developed alongside a river, the coast or a road. 

 

• No permanent higher order services. 

• Mobile services are advisable. 

• Middle and lower order facilities should be located at the 

catchment’s identified town or settlement point or 

distributed evenly along the main access road if there is 

sufficient demand.  

• Mobile and periodic services to be considered as a final 

option.  

• This is a typical situation where boarding facilities for 

schools may be appropriate.  
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C. ADDITIONAL CRITERIA TO CONSIDER 

IN RELATION TO FACILITY LOCATION AND SETTLEMENT MORPHOLOGY: 

 

Health Services 

• It is recommended that fixed facilities are provided where possible and that mobile services 

are only provided were absolutely necessary. 

• When planning for public health facilities, determining the (public) health dependent 

population – that proportion of a community that relies on public health services – is critical. 

• The physical mobility of people, as well as the availability and affordability and direction of 

public transport should be considered as a possible influence on access to public health 

services and may affect location of facilities. 

 

Education: 

• Consider age structure within the area when planning for schools. 

• Boarding schools can be considered where population is very sparse, but this is subject to 

education quality and clustering with a library, clinic, etc. and a Department of Education 

policy review. 

• For the establishment of new schools, the minimum number of learners per primary school is 

135; for a secondary school 200 learners. 

• Scholar transport could be provided where schools are further than 5km from learners and 

the province can afford the cost. 

 

Social Grants: 

• For the provision of social grant pay points, distance is always the overriding factor. 

• The is s growing trend toward electronic fund transfer of grants or using large supermarket 

chains and Post offices as distribution points  

• Distance and density requirements can be extended for areas in the Northern Cape/ Sparse 

Karoo. 

• Mobile services should only be considered as a last option.  

• There should be at least 100 grant recipients per pay point. 

 

Government Precincts, Clusters and Thusong Centres: 

• Facilities and services such as Home Affairs, Social Development, SASSA pay points and offices, 

police services, youth services, etc. should as far as possible be provided within a Government 

Precinct or Thusong Centres. 

• Other facilities should be clustered within the immediate vicinity of the Precinct or Thusong 

Centres where possible i.e. Clinic, Justice, Crèche(ECD) 

 

Community Halls: 
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• Provision of halls should have an increased priority, especially in areas where few fixed 

facilities can be supported. 

• Halls provide an important focal point for community activities as well as an anchor for all 

mobile or periodic services. 

• Halls can also provide office space to tribal authorities where they are present. 

  

Libraries: 

• These facilities should always be located within close proximity of schools and prioritised in 

areas with high learner populations. 

• Sharing of School and Municipal Library may be considered, however due to operational issues 

is currently not seen as a viable option. 

 

REGARDING OTHER FACILITY TYPES AND SECTORS: 

 

Tribal Council Offices: 

• The provision of tribal council offices is dependent on the presence of a tribal authority or the 

number of tribal authorities in the area. 

• One shared communal tribal authority office should preferably be provided where the areas 

are close together and co-operation can occur.  

 

Magistrate Courts: 

• This facility should be clustered with facilities such as Police Services, Correctional 

Services, and Social Development etc. Planning is subject to Department of Justice 

processes and linked to District Municipal boundaries. 

 

Recreation: Sports & Parks: 

• These are subject to provision ratio of land per 1 000 people, however the ability to 

operate and maintain such facilities are critical and thus provision of such facilities is 

discretionary and dependent on community support.  

• Smaller facilities should be linked to schools. 

• It may not be necessary to provide formal park space in low density areas given available open 

spaces but provision of play equipment for children is recommended. 

• Play equipment should be supplied at existing fixed facilities such as clinics, schools, halls and 

libraries. 

• The sharing of sports facilities between the community and the school is encouraged. 

• Furthermore, before specific facilities are provided per sports code type it should be 

established if there is local demand for such facilities.  

 

Cemeteries: 

• The demand may be lower where crematoriums exist. 
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For comprehensive information see the CSIR Guidelines for the Provisions of Social Facilities in South 

African Settlements. August 2012: ISBN 978-0-7988-5603-4. Reprinted 2015 and Guidelines for 

Differentiated Provision (Green & Argue, 2015)  

 

 

 

THE PROCESS OF MANAGING SOCIAL FACILITY PROVISION 
 
Irrespective of the overarching facility provision norms applied to allocate scarce land and capital 

resources or eradicate/ measure facility backlogs, when undertaking the detailed planning of 

settlements, rural villages and communities or other neighbourhoods, planners need to also consult 

other information sources which can indicate the necessary context in which social facilities should be 

provided, as well as information on facility design or consult the applicable line department 

documents. They should also review local population demand profiles and other contextual factors 

that impact on the quality, location and scale of facilities. 

 

 

Other useful documents include:  
 
Department of Human Settlements (DHS). 2019. The Neighbourhood Planning and Design Guide - 
Creating Sustainable Human Settlements (Red Book). DHS, Pretoria. Available at: 
https://www.ukesa.info/library/view/red-book 
  
Green, CA & Argue, TC. 2015. Guidelines for the Provision of Social Facilities for South African Settlements 
(2ndEdition). First published by the CSIR in August 2012: ISBN 978-0-7988-5603-4. please access @ 
https://www.csir.co.za/csir-guidelines-provision-social-facilities-south-african-settlements 
 

Green, C. & Argue, T. 2016. Guidelines for the Differentiated Provision of Social Services in Rural Areas. 

Commissioned by the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform. download from; 

https://socialfacilityprovisiontoolkit.co.za/attachments/Guidelines_for_differentiated_provision_of_social_ser

vices_web.pdf?etag=true 

 

http://pta-smg2.csir.co.za:32224/?dmVyPTEuMDAxJiY4NzE5MGEwZThlNDY1MDllMT02MDM3NEUwQ184NzU3N18xNTI3NV8xJiYyMmUyMWJjNWJjOGZhMGQ9MTMzMyYmdXJsPWh0dHBzJTNBJTJGJTJGd3d3JTJFY3NpciUyRWNvJTJFemElMkZzaXRlcyUyRmRlZmF1bHQlMkZmaWxlcyUyRkRvY3VtZW50cyUyRkNTSVIlMjUyMEd1aWRlbGluZXMlNUZyZXZpc2VkJTVGcmVwcmludE5vdjIwMTUlMkVwZGY=
http://pta-smg2.csir.co.za:32224/?dmVyPTEuMDAxJiY4NzE5MGEwZThlNDY1MDllMT02MDM3NEUwQ184NzU3N18xNTI3NV8xJiYyMmUyMWJjNWJjOGZhMGQ9MTMzMyYmdXJsPWh0dHBzJTNBJTJGJTJGd3d3JTJFY3NpciUyRWNvJTJFemElMkZzaXRlcyUyRmRlZmF1bHQlMkZmaWxlcyUyRkRvY3VtZW50cyUyRkNTSVIlMjUyMEd1aWRlbGluZXMlNUZyZXZpc2VkJTVGcmVwcmludE5vdjIwMTUlMkVwZGY=
http://pta-smg2.csir.co.za:32224/?dmVyPTEuMDAxJiY4NzE5MGEwZThlNDY1MDllMD02MDM3NEUwQ184NzU3N18xNTI3NV8xJiYyMzQzY2FiMDU4MGViMDE9MTMzMyYmdXJsPWh0dHBzJTNBJTJGJTJGd3d3JTJFY3NpciUyRWNvJTJFemElMkZjc2lyLWd1aWRlbGluZXMtcHJvdmlzaW9uLXNvY2lhbC1mYWNpbGl0aWVzLXNvdXRoLWFmcmljYW4tc2V0dGxlbWVudHM=
http://pta-smg2.csir.co.za:32224/?dmVyPTEuMDAxJiY5NDU0MDAwZGM5NDg0OGMxMT02MDM3NEUwQ184NzU3N18xNTI3NV8xJiYzMjgyM2IwNWI4ZWYxMDY9MTMzMyYmdXJsPWh0dHBzJTNBJTJGJTJGc29jaWFsZmFjaWxpdHlwcm92aXNpb250b29sa2l0JTJFY28lMkV6YSUyRmF0dGFjaG1lbnRzJTJGR3VpZGVsaW5lcyU1RmZvciU1RmRpZmZlcmVudGlhdGVkJTVGcHJvdmlzaW9uJTVGb2YlNUZzb2NpYWwlNUZzZXJ2aWNlcyU1RndlYiUyRXBkZiUzRmV0YWclM0R0cnVl
http://pta-smg2.csir.co.za:32224/?dmVyPTEuMDAxJiY5NDU0MDAwZGM5NDg0OGMxMT02MDM3NEUwQ184NzU3N18xNTI3NV8xJiYzMjgyM2IwNWI4ZWYxMDY9MTMzMyYmdXJsPWh0dHBzJTNBJTJGJTJGc29jaWFsZmFjaWxpdHlwcm92aXNpb250b29sa2l0JTJFY28lMkV6YSUyRmF0dGFjaG1lbnRzJTJGR3VpZGVsaW5lcyU1RmZvciU1RmRpZmZlcmVudGlhdGVkJTVGcHJvdmlzaW9uJTVGb2YlNUZzb2NpYWwlNUZzZXJ2aWNlcyU1RndlYiUyRXBkZiUzRmV0YWclM0R0cnVl
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Special cognisance should be taken of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act. Even 

though it does not refer specifically to the planning of social facilities, it does provide principles for 

planning, regulations and processes. 

 

In planning any new facilities, it is key to first audit (count, locate and record capacity) the current 

provision of facilities and evaluate current usage and then compare this to the provision standards 

before taking any decisions to increase or reduce the supply of social facilities.  
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D. EDUCATION PROVISION: KEY NOTES AND INNOVATION  

NOTE 
It is important to point out that highlighting a need and identifying a site for a future 

school, does not mean that a school will necessarily follow anytime soon and may 

only be implemented within the next 10 to 20 years.  

 

The WCED has set out an infrastructure strategy in their UAMP (Planning document) 

which is not driven by needs alone (supply and demand), but by education 

provisioning criteria and guidelines. This includes the need to look at safety of school 

infrastructure (fencing and replacements), provision of technical and vocational 

education facilities and alternative forms of education provisioning, to name but a 

few.  

 

It must be stressed that although departments may plan for long term provision of 

more facilities, the realities of budgets constraint does not always allow for provision 

of more and more facilities.  

 

In areas such as the Karoo, the reality of future population trends, despite optimistic 

predictions of developments around gas and mining opportunities will temper 

provision of schools which have a very long lifespan. Where possible the trend is to 

make use of utilizing existing facilities and perhaps change their use to 

accommodate more students and or alternative forms of education provisioning.  

 

INNOVATION BEING CONSIDERED WITH RESPECT TO SCHOOL PROVISION 

STANDARDS 

Recent work conducted in the City of Cape Town resulted in the review of education facility guidelines.  

Due to large population and higher densities, larger prototype facilities are being considered – this 

affects school sizes. It also includes consideration and use, subject to good design and layout, of 

smaller sites for school facilities. 

 

   PRIMARY SCHOOLS 

POPULATION 
THRESHOLD – calculated 
at 100% attendance of 
target group equivalent 
to 13% of total population 

• 4 000 people – medium school 

• 6 000 people – large school 

• 9 000 people – extra-large school  

• 15 000 people – extra-extra-large school 

SITE SIZE  • Minimum 2.8ha (including sports fields & recreational 
facilities) 

• If sharing community sports fields – 1.9ha 
[WCG Education Dept. has approved a site size of 1.5ha in specific 

areas subject to good design, shared government provided sports 

fields and the appropriate motivation] 

TYPICAL SCHOOL SIZES 
(WCED prototypes) 

• 460–620 learners: medium school of about 14 classrooms– 
mainly suitable for peri-urban areas only 

• 700–930 learners: large school of about 21 classrooms  
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• 931–1 240 learners: extra-large school of about 28 classrooms  

• 1 860 learners: extra-extra-large schools of about 46 
classrooms  

• 2 000+ learners: campus schools 

CLASSROOM SIZE • Max. 30 learners – Grade R 

• Max. 40 learners – other grades 

 

 

SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

POPULATION 
THRESHOLD – calculated 
at 100% attendance of 
target group at a ratio of 
9% of total population 

• 5 000 people – medium school  

• 8 000 people – large school 

• 10 000 people – extra-large school  

• 18 000 people – extra-extra-large school 

SITE SIZE  • Minimum 3ha (including sports fields & recreational facilities) 

• If sharing community sports fields – 2.1ha 
 

[WCG Education Dept. has approved a site size of 1.7ha in specific 

areas subject to good design, shared government-provided sports 

fields and the appropriate motivation] 

TYPICAL SCHOOL SIZES 
(WCED prototypes) 

• 555–740 learners:  medium school of about 16 classrooms – 
mainly suitable for peri-urban areas only 

• 833–1 110 learners: large school of about 25 classrooms  

• 1 111–1 480 learners: extra-large school of about 32 classrooms  

• 1 980 learners: extra-extra-large schools of about 50 classrooms  

• 2 000+ learners: campus schools 

CLASSROOM SIZE • Max. 40 learners 

 

Source: Western Cape Education Department, 2020. 

 

 

 
 


